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neutrons coalesce to form a nucleus is called
Binding Energy The binding energy of a
nucleus divided by the number of particles in
volved is called the binding energy per particle
which we will call B It is very difficult to
overestimate the importance of B to the human
race B vanes from nucleus to nucleus, and
the exact form of its variation is only roughly
understood at the present time But the
most significant thing is that B is greatest for
elements of medium atomic weight and lowest
at the heavy (uranium) and light (hydrogen)
ends of the periodic table ThiB means that if
middleweight nuclei can be formed either from
heavy ones or from light ones B increases and
energy is released in cither case
Nuclear Fission    See F12(l)
Nuclear Fusion. If light nuclei are hurled at high
speeds onto intimate contact they sometimes
coalesce and release binding energy (see Nuclear
Energy) This lias been studied in laboratories
where powerful and energy consuming machines
accelerate small numbers of particles for purely
experimental purposes If useful amounts of
energy are to be gamed these fusion reactions
will have to occur on a bigger scale in an
apparatus from which the resulting heat can be
extracted m a controlled way The one
useful fusion device so far made is the
thermonuclear bomb ( H bomb ) Thermo
nuclear is the important word If a suitable
gas can be raised to a very high temperature
the nuclei are stripped of their electrons and all
particles move with very hich speeds The
gas is then called a plasma High enough tern
peratures will make speeds great enough for
fusion reactions to occur and nuclear energy to
be leleased This is a thermonuclear reaction
For example in deuterium gas at temperatures
over a million degrees Centrigrade the deu
terrain nuclei fa e heavy hydrogen nuclei con
sisting of l proton joined to 1 neutron) interact
to produce helium nuclei. To obtain a net
gain m energy from this process the tempera
ture must be raised to about 300 million degrees
C and maintained long enough otherwise the
energy released is less than that reQuired to
heat the fuel and to make up for heat losses
Many attempts to study the staggering technical
problems are being made and fusion research is
very active in Britain the U S A. and Russia
Nuclear Power Stations Britain generates about
12 per cent of her electricity in nuclear power
stations and the proportion is expected to rise
to about 25 per cent by the mid 1970s Britain
has so far produced as much electricity by
nuclear power as the rest of the world put to
gether The Atomic Energy Authority has
five mam stations at Calder Hall Cumberland
Chipelcross Dumfriesshire the AGB station at
Windscale Cumberland the experimental fast
breeder station at Dounreav Caithness and the
Steam Generating Heavy Water Moderated
Eeactor (SGHWB) at Winfrith Dorset The
nine nuclear power stations operated by the
electricity authorities are at Berkeley(1962)
BradweD (1962) HinHey Point (1964 Hunter
ston (1964) Trawsfyndd (1964) Dunffeness
A (1965) Slzewell (1965) Oldbury (1967)
and Wylfa, in Anglesey (1970) They have all
been developed from the classic Calder Hall
type burning natural uranium Inserted in a
graphite moderator and cooled by carbon
dioxide gas They are called Magnox stations
because the fuel elements of natural uranium
rods are encased rn magnesium alloy cans The
second nuclear power programme for 1970-75
is based on the advanced gas cooled reactor
system. Dungeness B is due to begin
operating hi 1972 Three further stations
Hlnkley Point B (1972) Hnnterston B
(1973) and Harttepool (1974) are under
construction The third programme planned
for the end of the 1970s is to be "based on the fast
breeder reactor
Nuclear Beactors are pieces of apparatus designed
to permit nuclear chain reactions to occur under
controlled conditions (Uncontrolled chain
reactions are dangerous e a atomic bombs)
The success of a reactor depends on the neutrons
reaching the U*" nuclei to produce more fissions
and not being wasted in irrelevant processes or
simply escaping through the wall of the appa-
ratus (neutrons are quite difficult to contain)
The neutrons leaving the scene of fission are
rapidly moving and they stand more chance of
causing another fission if they are slowed down
Conseauently a material other than the
uranium has to be present to facJitate this and
it is called a moderator A useful moderator is
pure graphite Thus a reactor may consist of
alternate blocks of uranium and graphite If
the reactor is too B""W so many neutrons escape
that there are not enough to keep the chain
reaction going The reactor must therefore be
greater than a certain critical size In order to
intensify or damp down the chain reaction it is
arranged for pieces of neutron absorbing
material such as cadmium to be inserted or
withdrawn as required "While the chain re
action is proceeding countless numbers of
fissions are occurring each one liberating energy
which turns into heat The temperature there
fore increases and to prevent a catastrophic
rise cooling has to be provided. The reactor
therefore has cooling pipes through which a
fluid coolant is pumped. The coolant carries
the heat away and in i reactor designed to pro
dues electrical power the heat is taken to steam
raising boilers and the high pressure steam is led
to turbines which drive the electric generators
What has been briefly described is the type
of reactor first used for serious power production
at Calder Hall Thfa is a graphite moderated
gas cooled reactor using as fuel natural uranium
u e fissile IP88 greatly diluted with U 3&) It is
also possible to make reactors work without
slowing the neutrons with a moderator these
are called fast reactors The design of the proto
type fast reactor (PER) at Dounreay due for
completion in 1971 is based on experience
gained with the Dounreay experimental fast
breeder reactor which was the first in the world
to produce electricity on a commercial scale
(1962) and has achieved the highest power out
put of any of its type in the world. These fast
reactors can produce new nuclear fuel In the
course of their operation and therefore ofler
great economies The British-designed ad
vanced gas cooled reactor (AGE) successfully
developed at Windscale and chosen for the new
Dungeness B and Hmkley B nuclear
power stations promises to produce electricity
more cheaply than conventional sources The
alternative method to nuclear fission is nuclear
fusion to v) The problem of achieving a con
trolled thermonuclear reactor Is one of the out
standing challenging problems of applied
physics and although considerable under
standing of the phenomena Involved has been
gained the solution is still as distant as ever
See also Breeder Reactor
Nucleic Acids Living matter is buflt up of cells
each of wlieh has a nucleus surrounded by
cytoplasm Cell nuclei are composed chiefly
of substances called nucleoproteins which
consist of a protein attached to a nucleic acid
(this original name is still used, although nu
cleic acids are found in the cytoplasm as well
as the nucleus) Nucleic acids are complex
organic structures made up of chains of com
pounds called nucleotidea (F29(l)) Nueleotide
molecules have a sugar group attached to a
nitrogenous base and a phosphate group
Only two sugar groups are found to the micleo
tides ribose giving rise to ribonucleic acids
(BN.A-S found mainly in the cytoplasm)
and deozyribose which forms deoxyribonttcleic
acids (DNAs found mainly in cell nuclei)
Seven different nitrogenous bases have been
Isolated so that a number of different micleo
tides are possible. A repeating regular pattern
of nucleotldes is linked by the phosphate
groups forming: nucleic adds The functions of
nucleic adds are of fundamental importance
They are concerned in the process of trans
mission of inherited dualities In reproduction
and in building up body proteins Lord Todd
of Cambridge University was awarded the
1957 Nobel Prize In Chemistry for his work on
the structures of nucleic acids the 1062 Nobel
Prize in Medicine (see L128) was awarded for the
discovery of the molecular structure of D N A
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Nuremberg Trial    On Nor 21  1945 an Intel
national   Military   Tribunal    consisting   of

